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Abstract 

Verilog HDL (Hardware Description Language) is widely used 
for Application Specific Integrated Circuits (ASIC) emulation, 
as well as a solution for applications with high volatility. 

This paper presents the design of a Reduced Instruction Set 
Computer (RISC) processor architecture to perform basic 
arithmetic operation and square root with operations of data 
movement and input / output operations. It also describes the 
instruction set, architecture and timing diagram of the 
processor. Finally, design, synthesis and simulation of the 
proposed RISC Processor has been achieved using Xilinx ISE 
14.7 Simulator and coding is written in Verilog language. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In the recent research shows the RISC processors (reduced 
instruction set computer) clearly outsmarting the earlier CISC 
processor (Complex instruction set computing) architectures. 
The reasons have been the advantages, such as its flexible, 
simple and fixed instruction format and the reduced instruction 
set computer is its ability to support single cycle operation, 
meaning that the instruction is fetched from instruction memory, 
instruction decode, instruction execution and then stored the 
result in data memory or register unit, all this stages were 
performing during one clock cycle [1]. 

RISC processor (reduced instruction set computer) requires very 
few data kinds and performs the simple operations. It also 
supports few addressing modes and mostly based on registers. 
Many of the instructions operate on data which are present in 
internal registers [2]. 

FPGA (Field programmable gate array) devices have become 
very complicated and versatile, with usage in applications that 
requires high computational power. Complex DSP (digital 
signal processing) applications like software-defined radio, 
communication devices, image processing, radar often use Field 
programmable gate arrays as platforms for testing and even 
implementation of algorithms. Field programmable gate array 
represent a new direction in embedded systems, such as 
platforms for soft processors or such as co-processor hardware 
accelerators. They are also platforms for complex hardware 
systems, like the “SoC” (system on a chip) and “NoC” (network 
on chip) concepts [3]. 

Digital arithmetic processor is one of the main features of logic 

design with the purpose of developing suitable algorithms in 
order to optimize the employment of the available hardware. 
The basic operations are addition, multiplication, division and 
subtraction [4]. In this paper, arithmetic RISC processor was 
designed with basic operations additionally square root 
operation. 

The main focus in this paper is design of 32-bits Arithmetic 
RISC Processor which is designed specially to perform Basic 
operations and Square root operation. The 32-bits Arithmetic 
RISC Processor (BSP) designed and implemented by Verilog 
HDL language. 

This paper was organized as follows: in the next section, a 
background on implementation of basic operations and square 
root operation is given. In section 3, a detailed design for the 
proposed architecture is given. In section 4, the execution and 
results of the designed processor is given, while in the last 
section the conclusion is given.  

 

BACKGROUND 

In Very-large-scale-integration (VLSI) designs speed, area and 
power are the generally used measures for determining the 
performance and efficiency of the given architecture. The ways 
to implementation of the arithmetic operations were presented 
in following. 

 

A.  Addition and Subtraction. 

Hardware can only perform a simple and limited set of 
operations directly. So, the addition and subtraction operation it 
can build directly [4].  

 

B.  Multiplication. 

Operations of multiplication are play an important part in 
today’s DSP (digital signal processing) and several other 
applications. With advances in technology, many researchers 
have attempted and are trying to design which offers either of 
targets low power consumption, high speed. Wallace Tree 
Multiplier had proposed by B. Venkata Sateesh and Shiju C 
Chacko, and implementation it by using booth recoder, which 
aims to reduce of additional latency and area [5]. While 
Sooraj.N. P proposed unsigned multiplication using modified 
CSLA, to avoid extra time taken to compute the sum which was 
results in good improvement in speed [4]. Shuli Gao, Dhamin 
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Al-Khalili, J.M. Pierre Langlois, and Noureddine Chabini have 
proposed decimal floating point multiplier with binary decimal 
Compression based on fixed point multiplier [6]. 

 

C.  Division. 

The division operations are important as multiplication 
operations, special in signal processing applications, QR 
decomposition and design of processors [7] [8]. In [3] the 
presented design was synthesized and was able to run at 13.92 
MHz, having a propagation time of 71.84 ns. Finally, some 
kinds of FPGA kits supported divider hardware such as "Virtex 
7", which it can perform the division operation by one clock 
cycle [9]. 

 

C.  Square Root. 

The square root is complex hardware and high latency, but 
because of its importance in many applications, the many of 
researchers tried implementation of square root by using several 
ways to reduce the latency and the area. Ken Turkowski has 
proposed “binary restoring square root extraction” which 
similar to long-hand decimal division [10]. While Ali Umut 
Irturk has proposed a way by using “Newton’s Iteration 
Method”, but this way need 114 clock cycle [11]. 

 

PROPOSED DESIGN 

The architecture of the proposed RISC processor is a uniform 
32-bit instruction format, single cycle processor. Figure 1 shows 
the details of the instruction format. where, the field of opcode 
consist of six bits from 26 to 31, and its responsible to define the 
type of operation for the instruction. Table 1 shows the 
description for all types of the operations. 

 
Figure. 1. Instruction format. 

 

Table 1. Op description. 

Opcode Description 

000001 Move immediate to register. 
000010 Move from register to another. 
000011 Out data from register. 
000100 Save word into data memory. 
000101 Load data from data memory. 
000110 Out data from memory. 
000111 Addition operation (reg. + reg.) 
001000 Addition immediate operation (reg. + no.) 
001001 Subtraction operation (reg. – reg.) 
001010 Subtraction immediate (reg. – no.) 
001011 Multiplication operation. 
001100 Division operation. 
001101 Square root operation. 

 

Many applications rely upon fixed-point arithmetic and its 
inherent-speed advantage over floating-point. The fixed point 
method has used to represent the numbers system in this 
architecture for RISC processor. Figure 2 shows the fixed point 
format, where it's consist of 32 bits, 20 bits (from 0 to 19) for 
fraction part and 11 bits (20 to 30) for integer part and last bit 
(31) for sign number. 

 

Sign Integer value decimal fraction 

1 bit 11 bits 20 bits 

31 30                       20 19                                       0 

Figure. 2. Fixed point format. 

 

  Our proposed architecture in this paper consist of five units 
(program counter unit, control unit, register unit, memory unit 
and arithmetic unit). The PC unit (Program Counter) is a 32-bit 
latch that holds the memory location address of current 
instruction, which will be fetched by the processor for execution 
purpose. The second unit is the control unit (CU), this unit is 
responsible to control the data flow and an interface between the 
units. The proposed control unit is the large unit and second to 
the arithmetic unit in complexity. The control unit has designed 
to produce eight control signals (regwrite, TorF, ofr, alusrc, aop, 
memwrite, MtoR and regdes), in table 2 details of these signals. 

 

Table 2. Control signals. 

sort Signal 

name 

description bits 

1 regwrite Writing into register (active high). 1 
2 TorF To control the movement of data to 

register from memory, arithmetic 
unit or register unit. 

2 

3 ofr To move the data out of processor. 1 
4 alusrc To select the source B. 1 
5 aop Opcode of arithmetic unit. 3 
6 memwrite Writing into memory (active high). 1 
7 MtoR To move data from memory to 

register unit. 
1 

8 regdes To select destination. 1 
 

Next unit is register unit (RU), this unit has designed from 32 
internal register, four input ports (32-bits width for each port), 
two output ports (32-bits width for each port), clock cycle 
provider and one control signal (regwrite). The register consists 
of 32-bits capacity. These registers are utilized during the 
execution of arithmetic operations and movement of data 
instructions. It is fully visible to the programmer, the block 
diagram for register unit is shown in figure 3. the fourth unit is 
memory unit (MU) this unit used to storage data and 
instructions, so, 64KB have used for data memory and 32KB for 
instruction memory. 4-way interleaving has designed for this 
unit because the proposed processor is 32-bits. 
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Figure. 3. Register unit. 

 

Finally, the arithmetic unit (AU) in this designed consist of four 
sub units, the first one is called the addition / subtraction sub 
unit (add/sub), the second one is the multiplication sub unit 
(mul), the third one is the division sub unit (div) and the last one 
is the square root sub unit (sqrt). All of them have designed in 
several ways to achieve main goal (speed of execution and 
power efficiency), that means, every arithmetic operation 
should be executed during one clock cycle only. The following 
details for building these sub units: 

 

A. Addition and subtraction sub unit 

Parallel full adder and parallel full subtractor circuits have been 
used to design this sub unit. Building this subunit was easier 
than other subunits in arithmetic unit. Figure 4 shows the block 
diagram for this subunit. 

 
Figure. 4. Addition and subtraction sub unit. 

 

B. Multiplication sub unit 

The FPGA kits often support hardware multiplier as Spartan 
series, virtex series, etc. but the number of multiplier is few 
always. for example, the FPGA kit of type Spartan 6 include 32 
DSPs48 (ten multipliers for the numbers which consist of 32 
bits). because every multiplication operation executes in one 
place (arithmetic unit), so, one multiplier is needed in this 
design. Figure 5 shows this sub unit. 

C. Division sub unit 

The division operation is a complex in hardware 
implementation, and need more than one clock cycle. so, three 
different ways were proposed to perform this operation: 

 The first one, the fast and parallel matrix implementation of 
an integer division algorithm was used. The advantage of 
this way is speed of execution, however this way 
consummates a lot of resource. 

 The second way, by using Division Algorithm (generic 
division). This way dependent on repeat shift and subtract 
operations. sequential code was used to apply it. 

 Last one, the “Xilinx LogiCORE™ IP Divider” Generator 
core creates a circuit for integer division based on Radix 2 
non -restoring division, or High Radix division with pre-
scaling. The Radix 2 algorithm exploits FPGA logic to 
achieve a range of throughput options that includes single 
cycle, and the High Radix algorithm exploits DSP slices at 
lower throughput, but with reuse to reduce resources. The 
virtex 7 and Spartan 6 device family support this option. 

 
Figure. 5. Multiplication sub unit. 

 

D. Square root sub unit 

The modern field programmable gate array (FPGA) devices 
offer multiple embedded hardware-multipliers and even 
multiply-accumulate cells, well suited for DSP (digital signal-
processing) applications. However, many control and digital 
signal processing applications require other mathematical 
operators, like square root operator. The builds of square root as 
a hardware is very difficult and need to long time for execution. 
So, three ways were proposed to implement it: 

 The first one, by using “Newton’s Iteration Method”. By 
giving an initial guess of the root x0, Newton-Raphson method 
uses information about the function and its derivative at that 
point to find a better guess of the root. By using equation (1) into 
equation (2), the result is equation (3). 

𝑥2 − 𝑛 = 0    …………………………...………. (1). 

𝑥𝑛+1 =  𝑥𝑛 −  
𝑓(𝑛)

𝑓 `(𝑛)
   …………………...……….. (2). 

𝑥𝑛+1 = 0.5 (𝑥𝑛 +  
𝑁

𝑥𝑛
)  ………………...….....…. (3). 

 

Where: x is initial gauss of the root. 

             n is the number that need to compute the square root. 

 The second way, by using the coordinate rotation digital 
computer (CORDIC) algorithm. 

 The last one, the matlab program is used to solve square root 
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problem, the matlab using exact method to find the result of 
square root, and convert it to combinational code. Figure 6 
shows the screenshot of the block diagram by matlab. It is 
support the HDL coder since version 2014A of matlab. In using 
this method, first step is to select the input port from sources tab 
and sets the properties (set a type of input port to fixed point 
(1,16,9), where 1 refers to sign bit, 16 refers to length of number 
and 9 refers to length of fraction part), second step is, to select 
the output port from sink tab and then set its properties (set a 
type of input port to fixed point (1,16,9)). Third step, to select 
the desired function from math operation, sqrt function and then 
also set the properties of function (fixed point (1,16,9)). Last 
step is, to generate HDL code from Manu-par “code.” The 
negative side in this way is the consumption of resources of 
FPGA kit. 

  

 
Figure. 6. screenshot of square root function. 

 

After complete the design of arithmetic unit, we used control 
signal "aop" to define type of operation. the details of control 
signal "aop" is shown in table 3. 

 

Table 3. aop description. 

S Signal Operation 

1 000 Addition 
2 001 Subtraction 
3 010 Multiplication 

4 011 Not used 

5 100 Division 

6 101 Not used 

7 110 Square root 

8 111 Not used 

 

THE EXECUTION AND RESULTS 

After design is complete, figure 7 shows RTL for architecture 
of RISC processor in this paper. the proposed design has been 
implemented by using three types of FPGA kits (Spartan 6, 
Virtex 4 and Spartan 3AN). then, comparison has been made 

between them in speed of execution and the resource. the 
following points shows this the comparison. 

 

 
Figure. 7. RTL for proposed processor. 

 

E. By using Spartan 6 

Spartan 6 supports 32 DSP48 and hardware divider. So, the sub 
units of multiplication and division have been implemented by 
using this support. about the square root, it has been 
implemented by using the third way (by using matlab program). 
the result, in this design, each instruction can be performed by 
using one clock cycle only, but the consumption of resource is 
more than the other ways. table 4 shows report of resource. 

 

F. By using Virtex 4 

The virtex 4 is not support the hardware divider, so this method 
cannot have used with virtex 4. So the second method has been 
used to implement the division operation with a lot of time 
consume to execute this function. and about the square root as 
same as Spartan 6. The result is every instruction executes 
during one clock cycle except division instruction need to 19 
clock cycle. Table 5 shows the clock cycle for all statuses. 

 

G. By using Spartan 3AN 

The Spartan 3AN is not support the hardware divider as same 
virtex 4, and the resource is little. so the division operation has 
been implemented as same virtex 4, and the square root 
operation by using first method (Newton’s Iteration Method). so 
114 clock cycles have been needed to execute the square root 
and 19 clock cycle for division operation, and the other 
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instruction need one clock cycle only. Table 5 shows the clock 
cycle for all statuses. 

Table 4. Report of resource. 

Kit Operation Number of Slice 

Spartan 6 Division 882 

Square Root 1319 

Virtex 4 Division 232 

Square Root 1319 

Spartan 3AN Division 232 

Square Root 406 

 

Table 5.  Clock cycle. 

Kit Instruction Clock cycle 

Spartan 6 Division 1 
Square Root 1 

Other instruction 1 
Virtex 4 Division 19 

Square Root 1 
Other instruction 1 

Spartan 3AN Division 19 
Square Root 114 

Other instruction 1 
 

CONCLUSION 

In this paper 32-bits Arithmetic processor was designed to 
perform basic arithmetic operation and the square root operation 
by using Verilog HDL language. several methods were used to 
implement these operations and made comparisons between 
them. three types of FPGA kit were used (Spartan 6, Virtex 4 
and Spartan 3AN). Figure 8 shows screenshot for simulation test 
these instructions (mov r1,10h, sqrt r2, r1, div r3, r1, r2). 

 

 
Figure 8. Test simulation. 
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